What is it?
There's nothing like the "wall of tone" you get from a great, high gain British rock amp. From classic 70's
crunch to the singing, violin-like leads of the 80's to the sludge and mass of cranked up amps in the 90's,
the Coral Adder brings it all to your pedalboard. Designed to replace a gained out tube amp, the Coral
Adder is your custom rock tone in a to-go box. If you have multiple amps but want the same crunch every
time or if you are on the road and have to use back-line amps, the Coral Adder will take over and give you
exactly what you need.
With its 3 band EQ, you can dial the Coral Adder in to create endless versions of a classic British crunch
tone. Also, the Coral Adder's "Venom" volume knob works as an overall volume for your tone. This way, if
you have a small tube amp that just doesn't get quiet in a small room, you can back the "Venom" off and
get a practice level crunch that won't wake the kids without losing your tone. With the Coral Adder you
can turn any amp into the ultimate, low volume practice amp
All Reptile Series pedals are hand built in house by me just like the rest of the Tortuga line. I decided to
apply the "one man shop" build approach to a lesser expensive yet versatile line of pedals instead of
farming them out like so many other builders do.
How does it work?
Check to see if your Coral Adder came with a 9 Volt battery. If for some reason it didn’t, make sure to use
an alkaline battery or just use the 9v negative tip, 2.1mm DC power jack.
At first glance the controls may not seem to make much sense. Here’s a breakdown of what they do...
Low = Bass
Mid = Middle
High = Treble
Venom = Volume
Attack = Gain
Enter = You plug your guitar into here
Feed = 9v negative tip, 2.1mm DC power jack
Exit = Well, just guess...
What if it breaks?
All Tortuga Effects have a Three Year Warranty. I want you to be confident in the fact that your pedal will
always work, so if you have any problems with it (“problems” do not include dropping it, backing over it
with your truck or dropping it and backing over it with your truck) please contact an authorized Tortuga
Effects dealer or just contact me directly and I’ll get it taken care of.
Enjoy your cool new noisemaker!
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